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Abstract—There exists a variety of different peer-to-peer (P2P)
protocols to support a wide range of distributed services, such as
content distribution or data storage. In order to promote interoperability and facilitate the development of new P2P applications,
common application programming interfaces (APIs) have been
proposed. Unfortunately, most of these interfaces have stagnated,
and fail to meet present research or business requirements. In this
regard, this paper presents a novel common architecture and API
which combines structured and unstructured overlay networks
and strives to overcome the limitations of previous architectures.
Our work defines a set of generalized components that are
common in today’s P2P systems, and provides a clean interface
that facilitates the rapid development of new P2P applications
and services. We validate the proposed architecture by presenting
a concrete implementation including a broad range of protocols
within the P2P simulator OverSim.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Even in the early days of peer-to-peer (P2P) systems,
researchers and developers realized that a common application
programming interface (API) was necessary to foster the
creation of innovative solutions while simplifying comparison
between systems developed by independent parties.
An important step in this direction was made with the definition of a Common API for structured peer-to-peer overlays [1]
(in the following called Dabek API), which laid down a path
toward interoperable applications, protocols and services. That
effort focused on a layered architecture composed of basic
building blocks: each block implements a clear semantic and
supports high-level abstractions to facilitate the development
of applications running on structured peer-to-peer overlays.
The Dabek API has been adopted by several projects (e.g.
[2]) in the past. Currently there is also a strong interest
from the industry to have such well-defined common building
blocks, which helps to rapidly develop novel P2P applications.
The IETF currently supports this demand and works on the
standardization of a modular P2P protocol [3].
Over time, research has led to the development of improved
techniques for solving common problems such as routing and
content delivery. In the light of this evolution, the aforementioned protocol architecture exhibits many shortcomings
that undermine applications’ portability and interoperability,
by forcing developers to cut corners around known API
limitations. Through our experience with the implementation
of several P2P protocols on the OverSim framework [4], we
identified several directions for improving the Dabek API.
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Accordingly, in this paper we present a novel architecture
named OverArch and a corresponding programming interface
focusing on a broad range of P2P overlay networks. Our
solution strives to overcome the limitations of previous proposals by presenting a unified interface for both structured
and unstructured topologies. The proposed approach is based
on a modular architecture which exposes several high-level
primitives to provide services such as Key Based Routing
(KBR), Key-independent Message Dissemination (KIMD), Distributed Data Storage (DDS), and Application Layer Multicast
(ALM). Each component is accessible through a clean interface
which hides the details of the underlying implementation. In
addition, we propose to modularize the KBR component itself
and identify reusable building blocks like routing or timeout
handling.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in the
following section the shortcomings of the Dabek API will
be discussed. In Section III OverArch is presented, followed
by the interface description in Section IV and the modular
KBR component in Section V; a validation of our approach
is presented in Section VI. Section VII gives an insight on
other efforts toward the definition of a common API for P2P
systems; finally, Section VIII summarizes our work.
II. S HORTCOMINGS OF THE DABEK C OMMON API
The Dabek API [1] was an important first step towards a
generic and flexible P2P architecture. Especially the concept
of separation between routing (KBR) and storage (DHT) had
a great influence on further P2P systems. On the other hand
the scope of the API is limited to structured P2P systems,
which disregards the large group of unstructured proposals.
Another shortcoming is the strict layered architecture, that is
too inflexible for current complex P2P systems.
A major concern is the imprecise definition of overlay
neighbors. There is no clear separation between the used terms
neighbor set, replica set and r-roots. For an efficient and
secure distributed storage service, it is e.g. desirable to have
a symmetric neighborhood relationship for storing replicas,
which is not covered by the r-root definition of the Dabek
API.
Additionally there are many details, which turn the Dabek
API unsuitable for specific protocols or applications: e.g. the
proposed range() method cannot be realized with Kademlia’s [5] XOR-based distance metric. Another limitation is
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the focus on recursive routing (e.g. there is no method for
iterative lookups). Finally, the Dabek API details just the KBR
interface, providing only stubs for the remaining interfaces,
like distributed storage or application layer multicast.
III. A MODULAR A RCHITECTURE FOR OVERLAY S YSTEMS
For defining an architecture for P2P systems that covers the
functionality of structured and unstructured overlay protocols
as well as overlay services like ALM and distributed data
storage, we identified components of today’s common P2P
systems. These components can be considered as exchangeable
building blocks or “black boxes” providing well defined APIs
to other components and user applications. By assembling a
subset of these components depending on the requirements
of a new P2P application this modular approach supports and
eases its development. An example for this could be a Content
Distribution Network (CDN) [6] which allows for an efficient
distribution of (large) data objects. The CDN application might
use the DDS component to locate other users that hold missing
parts of requested data objects.
Fig. 1 gives an overview of OverArch. The main building
blocks are the Underlay Connection which provides basic
connectivity through TCP/UDP, the Overlay Connection Manager holding information about all overlay nodes known to
the local node, the Bootstrap Oracle for encapsulating the
utilized bootstrapping routine, and the service components
KBR, KIMD, ALM, and DDS.
An advantage of this modular architecture is the fact that
it can be either considered as a layered or a component
based architecture, i.e. connections between components are
not limited by a strict layer architecture. This enables to
have several applications, which make use of the same KBR

component or to have a common Bootstrap Oracle component which is connected to several components like KBR or
DDS. P2P applications based on this architecture are free to
choose concrete protocols that realize the service components
according to its requirements.
Before detailing the identified components and their APIs
we define the most important terms and data structures:
• NodeIds / Keys: NodeIds and keys are elements of the
same id space Z2m with a distance metric assigned to in
order to determine distances between its elements. Usual
choices for m are 128 or 160, which results in a low
risk for collisions with randomly selected nodeIds. While
nodeIds are assigned to every node in the overlay network
as unique identifiers, keys generally represent objects.
• Transport Address: The transport address of a node X
contains all necessary data (e.g. IP address and UDP port)
to address the node in the underlay network.
• Node Handle: The node handle of an overlay instance X
comprises a transport address and an additional nodeId
corresponding to the specified node. Node handles are
used as entries in overlay routing tables representing
neighbors in the overlay network.
• Overlay Neighbor: An overlay node Y is neighbor of
a node X, if there is a direct connection in the overlay
topology from X to Y , i.e. Y is an entry of X’s overlay
routing table.
IV. C OMPONENTS AND I NTERFACES
In the following, we introduce the identified main building
blocks and service components and describe their interfaces.
A. Overlay Connection Manager
Basically, the Overlay Connection Manager maintains a list
of all overlay nodes known to the local node including its
neighbors in the overlay. This ensures consistency as entries
in the service components’ routing tables are always pointers
into this list. Furthermore, this list holds common information
about the overlay nodes. This comprises the nodes’ node
handles, their uptime, their physical network distance given
by e.g. the Round-Trip-Time (RTT), detected node failures, and
information for NAT traversal. Node failures might be detected
by the service components which provide this information to
the Connection Manager using the nodeFailure() method.
By using a transport address as destination address a component is able to address an overlay instance on a specific
overlay node. Moreover, since all messages that are sent
between overlay nodes pass the Overlay Connection Manager,
components on an overlay node are addressable: the Connection Manager acts as a multiplexer by setting the source
component field (srcComp) of outgoing messages and using
the destination component fields (destComp) of all incoming
overlay messages to decide to which component the message
is forwarded.
B. Bootstrap Oracle
The Bootstrap Oracle provides the transport addresses of
potential bootstrap nodes to all service components. For this,
the component that needs to know a bootstrap node calls
the getBootstrapNode() method. Since the mechanism used
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to retrieve these transport addresses is hidden, the Oracle can
abstract various possible bootstrap mechanisms like probing
or web-based bootstrapping.
C. Key-based Routing
The Key-based Routing (KBR) component provides efficient
message forwarding to keys over a structured overlay topology
(e.g. ([7], [8], [5], [9]).
The KBR component provides the route() method to forward a message msg to the node, which nodeId is closest to
the destination key according to the distance metric. For this
purpose, each node maintains a routing table that holds entries
of overlay neighbors. Each routing table entry consists of at
least one node handle.
In [1] the KBR service is used as building block for a
distributed storage system called distributed hash table (DHT).
In order to improve the availability of the stored data items
such a storage system stores several replicas of all data items
on different overlay nodes. The closest nodes to the keys of
data items are particularly suitable for storing these replicas.
To ease the implementation of a robust DHT, we introduce the
concept of siblings described later.
In the following we give an overview of our KBR interface
and compare it to the Dabek KBR interface [1].
• route(key, destComp, msg, [srcRoute], routingMode)
The method route() forwards the message msg via several
routing hops (if required) to the node which is closest
to the destination key. The parameter destComp is used
for addressing the destination component (e.g. DDS or
ALM) in case that several components are connected to
the KBR component. In contrast to our component-based
architecture the Dabek API employs a strict layer-based
approach and supports only a single service above the
KBR layer, which we consider too inflexible.
Another aspect neglected by the Dabek API is an option
to specify several next hop candidates or even a complete source route. This is supported by our API with
the srcRoute parameter, containing a (optional) list of
transport addresses. Finally the routingMode parameter
offers a choice between different routing modes (e.g.
semi-recursive, full-recursive or iterative).
• h result, error i ← isSiblingFor(node, key, s)
The method isSiblingFor() is used to verify, if a given
node is a so called sibling for the given key. Siblings are
the s closest nodes to a key, determined by the metric of
the id space. The set of nodes, which are responsible
s
for a key key, is named Skey
in the following (with
s
|Skey | = s). The method isSiblingFor() replaces the
method range() of the Dabek API, since the functionality
of range as described in [1] can not be provided with
some structured overlay protocols (e.g. Kademlia [5]).
In contrast to the so called r-roots defined in the Dabek
API, our siblings define a symmetric neighbor relationship. This means, that a node which belongs to the closest
s nodes to a given key knows all other (s - 1) closest
nodes for the key by querying its local routing table.
The sibling neighborhood is an important concept for
providing a secure and efficient distributed storage service
(see section IV-E).
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The Boolean return value result is true if the given node
is a sibling for the given key. If the local node cannot
unambiguously determine if node is a sibling, this is
indicated by the Boolean return value error.
siblings[] ← lookup(key, s, routingMode)
The method lookup() is used to determine the s siblings
for the given key using several routing hops if required.
The parameter routingMode specifies the applied routing
mode. The method returns a list of node handles sorted
by the distance to key.
The Dabek API does not offer a similar method. We consider lookup() an important method when using iterative
routing modes, since it enables to efficiently get a list of
all siblings for a key. This list can be used e.g. by the
DDS component to directly contact all replica nodes for a
key, which is more secure then routing a single message
through the main replica node.
nodes[] ← getClosestNodes(key, r, s)
The method getClosestNodes() returns a list of node
handles of the r closest known nodes for destination key
from the local routing table. If the method is called on
s
node X with X ∈ Skey
, the s siblings for key are returned.
For s = r = 0, this method returns a complete dump of
the local routing table.
The getClosestNodes() method replaces the three methods local lookup(), neighborSet() and replicaSet() of the
Dabek API with a single method.
success ← join([nodeId])
By calling join() the local node joins the overlay with the
optionally given nodeId. The specification of a dedicated
nodeId is e.g. needed when using cryptographically secured nodeIds (e.g. [10]) or when using topology-based
nodeId assignment. The Dabek API in contrast only offers
that the nodeId is generated by the overlay itself.
s ← getMaxNumSiblings()
The method getMaxNumSiblings() returns the maximum
number of available siblings. This depends on the employed routing protocol and is usually parameterizable
by increasing the routing table size.
→ deliver(key, srcComp, srcNode, msg)
This upcall delivers the message msg at the addressed
destination component of the node responsible for key.
Additional information include the originator of the message (srcNode) and the source component (srcComp).
→ forward(*key, destComp, srcComp, srcNode, *msg)
This upcall is used at every node on the routing path
to the destination key to inspect and (optionally) modify
a passing message msg by all attached components.
forward() can also change the destination key.
→ update(node, joined)
By calling the update() method in all connected components, the KBR component signals a change in the
sibling neighborhood of the local node. If the parameter
joined has the value true, the node node has joined the
sibling neighborhood. Otherwise the node has left the
sibling neighborhood. This notification is e.g. used by
the DDS component to trigger the transfer of replicas to
new siblings.

D. Key-independent Messages Dissemination
The Key-independent Message Dissemination (KIMD) component provides message dissemination to other overlay nodes
over an unstructured overlay topology ([11], [12]). For this,
each overlay node connects to other nodes—its neighbors—
chosen by protocol-specific criteria (e.g. network load, number
of neighbors). Dissemination is either done by flooding the
overlay network or by performing (biased-)random walks.
In the following we give an overview of our KIMD interface:
• disseminate(msg, destComp, fanOut, htl)
A node calls the disseminate method if it wants to
send a message msg to all other nodes in the overlay
network. The fanOut parameter can be considered as the
flooding multiplicator of the procedure, i.e. it determines
the number of neighbors the message is forwarded to
at each node. If set to 1, a random walk is performed.
The htl parameter (hops to live) determines the maximum
number of hops for a single message. A KIMD-message’s
header comprises a hop count field initialized by the value
of htl. At each node the message passes the hop count
field is decreased. If the hop count reaches zero the KIMD
component drops the message.
• → forward(*msg, destComp, srcComp, originator
lastHop, *fanOut, hopCount, *htl)
This upcall method is triggered when a node receives a
message so that the called component (or application)
can interpret the message and react in an appropriate
way. For this, the transport address of the message’s
originator, the message’s lastHop, and the configured
fanOut parameter are passed to the component. Then,
the component decides whether the message is dropped
or the dissemination continues. If so, the component may
optionally modify msg, fanOut and htl.
• neighbors[] ← getNeighbors()
addNeighbor(neighbor)
removeNeighbor(neighbor)
These methods give access to the managed overlay neighborhood by the KIMD component. It is possible to dump
the complete neighborhood (getNeighbors()), add a single
neighbor (addNeighbor()), and remove specific nodes
from the overlay’s neighborhood (removeNeighbor()).
Based on the KIMD component a gossiping service can be
realized by calling the dissemination() method periodically.
E. Distributed Data Storage
The Distributed Data Storage (DDS) component stores data
objects, which are identified by a key and additional meta
information, like e. g. an index. A DDS service can be realized
either on top of a KBR or a KIMD component. If using a KBR
component, this service is commonly known as distributed
hash table (DHT), which allows to efficiently retrieve a data
record according to its key. A DDS service on top of a KIMD
component instead uses flooding or random walk to find stored
data records according to some filtering criteria.
The DDS component provides the following interface:
• put(key, value, ttl, [metainfo], [filter])
The method put() stores a data object with a given key

•

•

and value. The parameter ttl specifies the time-to-live
in seconds, after which a stored object gets deleted. An
object may have additional metainfo like an index, which
can be used to store several objects with the same key.
If there are already stored data objects with the given
key and their metainfo matches the given filter, these
objects get replaced by the new object. If value is empty,
a matching object gets deleted.
hvalue[], metainfo[]i ← get(key, [filter], [node])
The get() method retrieves data objects, which match the
given key and an optional filter on metainfo. It is also
possible to query only data objects, which are stored on
a specific node. The method returns a list containing the
value and corresponding metainfo of all found objects.
nodes[] ← query(key, [filter])
The query() method is similar to the get() method, but
returns only a list of nodes which store matching data
objects, instead of returning the data objects themselves.
This is useful if the DDS operates over an unstructured
overlay network, in which a query gets flooded and
reaches several nodes with matching data objects. If data
objects are large, it is more efficient in this case to return
only a pointer to these nodes and get the actual object
later by using get().

F. Application Layer Multicast
The Application Layer Multicast (ALM) component provides multicast and anycast services on application layer.
Either ALM services build up their own unstructured overlay [13] to send messages to groups of nodes or they make
use of a KBR (e.g. [14]) or a KIMD component (e.g. [15]).
The ALM component provides the following interface:
• success ← joinGroup(group)
A node wishing to join a specific ALM group calls
joinGroup(), providing the specific group’s ID group. A
group always comprises all nodes that have previously
joined it. A group’s ID is represented by an unique
key, e. g. being a group’s name as a string or a hash
value from that string. In case a node joins an empty
group (comprising no further nodes), it is considered this
group’s initiator.
• success ← leaveGroup(group)
Leaving a group results in the node being removed from
the respective ALM structure. By calling leaveGroup(),
a node stops receiving data from that group instantly.
• multicast(msg, group)
To send a message to a specific group, a node provides
the message and the group ID to the method multicast().
Multicasting a message to a group results in the message
being delivered to every node being part of the group.
• anycast(msg, group)
Besides multicasting data, a node can may also send a
message to a single arbitrary node in the group by calling
anycast(). This functionality has to be provided by the
ALM protocol for the specific use case.
• → receive(msg, group)
A node having joined a group will receive any message
that is sent to this group via the receive() callback.
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V. M ODULAR KBR A RCHITECTURE
In Sec. IV-C we described the KBR API that is offered by
the KBR component to other components and applications. In
this Section we introduce our approach for a modular architecture of a generic KBR component, including a specification of
its sub-modules and internal interfaces. The insights expressed
with this approach were gained during the implementation of
several KBR protocols for the OverSim simulation framework,
i.e. the KBR functionality implemented in OverSim is based
on the proposed architecture.
As shown in Fig. 2 the modular KBR component comprises
four modules:
• RPC Handling: The Remote Procedure Call Handling
module handles all issues regarding messages that are
sent (calls) for which response messages are expected.
These issues include message context maintenance, timeout handling and message retransmission (if required).
Node failures detected on the basis of missing response
messages are notified to the Overlay Connection Manager
by calling nodeFailure(). RPC Handling is not necessarily
part of the KBR component, i.e. it can be considered as a
core mechanism of OverArch usable by all other service
components, the Bootstrap Oracle, and the applications.
In OverSim the RPC module is implemented in an abstract base class all components can derive from.
• Routing and Lookup: This main module of the KBR
component organizes all routing and lookup procedures
the local node is involved in. When an application initiates a recursive routing procedure (by calling route()) or
when the node receives a message that is addressed to a
given destination key, this module first asks the routing
table if the local node is responsible for the destination
key (by calling isSiblingFor(thisNode,key,s))). If so, the
message is passed to the component addressed in the
message (by calling deliver()). If not, the module asks the

routing table for potential next hop candidates to forward
the message to (by calling getClosestNodes(key,r,s)).
For iterative lookup procedures the module sends out (one
or more) getClosestNodesCalls (using the RPC Handling
module) to nodes from a vector v. This vector contains
nodes sorted by the distance to the lookup key and is
initialized by a local call of getClosestNodes(key,r,s).
The Lookup/Routing modules at the receiver nodes send
back getClosestNodesResponses that contain lists of close
nodes to key (compiled by getClosestNodes()). These
nodes are merged into v and new getClosestNodesCalls
are sent out to the first nodes of v that have not contacted
yet. This procedure is repeated until the responsible node
for key is identified.
• Routing Table: This module holds the overlay routing
table structure, i.e. it represents the node’s neighborhood
in the overlay network. As it is an abstract module, its
concrete implementation is determined by the utilized
overlay protocol. However, to maintain consistency all
entries must be pointers into the overlay node list held by
the Overlay Connection Manager component. The Routing Table module offers a protocol-independent interface
to external components and other KBR-internal modules.
The interface comprises the methods isSiblingFor() and
getClosestNodes() as described in Sect. IV-C.
• Signaling and Maintenance: The protocol-dependent
Signaling and Maintenance module is responsible for
maintaining the routing table. For this, it performs reactive or periodic tasks, i.e. sends signaling messages to
other overlay nodes or routes signaling messages to keys
that are determined by the utilized overlay protocol. For
doing this, the RPC module can be used if required.
By decoupling the routing table and the routing/lookup mechanisms this architecture allows for the usage of different
recursive and iterative routing/lookup modes independent of
the utilized overlay protocol. Another benefit of this approach
is the fact that for implementing new protocols the main
routing/lookup module and the RPC handling can be reused.
Only the protocol-dependent routing table and the maintenance
module have to be implemented.
VI. VALIDATION
To validate our architecture, we successfully implemented
several structured (e.g. Chord [7], Kademlia [5], Pastry [8],
Bamboo [9], Broose [16], Koorde [17]) and unstructured overlay protocols (e.g. GIA [12], NICE [13]) as well as a common
DDS component in our simulation framework OverSim [4]. It
has been shown that all of these protocols fit very well into the
OverArch architecture (only Chord showed a small limitation,
since it does not provide symmetrical siblings).
Additionally, we implemented an ALM-based application
based on the service provided by the Scribe [14] ALM
component. Scribe in turn uses Pastry as KBR component. We
also successfully implemented more complex P2P applications
like the P2PNS [18] distributed name service or a distributed
service for massively multiplayer online gaming.
In addition to internal usage, the API is also exposed by
OverSim with an XML-RPC interface to external applications and can be used similar to the XML-RPC interface of
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OpenDHT [19]. All these implementations are published as
open-source project (http://www.oversim.org/ ).
VII. R ELATED W ORK
Beside the already described Dabek API [1] for structured
P2P networks, there are several other proposals for common
application programming interfaces, which restrict themselves
to specific instances of P2P services, such as DHTs [19],
ALM [20], publish subscribe [21][22], or focus on cross-layer
concerns to fulfill the needs of mobile networks [23]. To our
knowledge there is no common API which has been shown
to be suitable for both, structured and unstructured overlay
networks.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
Standardized application programming interfaces (APIs) are
meant to promote consistency, reduce programmer’s learning
curve, and ease porting of applications. In the area of distributed systems a well known example is the Dabek API [1],
which dates back to 2003. Unfortunately, today’s protocols
and services have exposed several shortcomings of this API,
such as the missing support for unstructured protocols, an
incomplete API for distributed storage or ALM and finally
an inflexible layer-based approach. These deficiencies greatly
narrow the scope of the Dabek API, and substantially hinder
the development of truly interoperable distributed applications.
In this paper we presented our effort to define a new
standard for the rapid development and prototyping of novel
P2P applications, which resulted in a modular and flexible
architecture made of exchangeable blocks that implement
comm‘on functionalities of today’s P2P systems. In particular,
we detailed the most important terms and data structures used
by the components and their APIs, show the feasibility to
modularize the KBR component in smaller building blocks and
finally validated our work by presenting the implementation of
several structured and unstructured overlay protocols, as well
as complex P2P applications in our OverSim framework.
In the future we plan to include other overlay-based services (e.g. content distribution networks like BitTorrent) in
the OverArch architecture and define a common format for
overlay messages to provide interoperability between different
OverArch-based systems.
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